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example has proven to be very sensitive for errors in mill-
ing processes [2]. Based on uni- or multivariate signals, the 
monitoring system indicates an alarm. Depending on the 
user preference, an alarm may cause an emergency stop of 
the machine tool or a flashing warning light.

The difficulty faced by systems relying on hard-coded 
knowledge suggests that machine learning (ML) systems 
such as monitoring systems need the ability to acquire 
knowledge from raw data [3, 4]. ML systems have two 
parameter types: Model parameters, which can be updated 
through a training process, and hyper-parameters that can-
not be estimated via training [5]. In Fig. 1, a monitoring 
model and its parameters are shown. Based on machining 
data, the monitoring model predicts either an alarm or no 
alarm. While the hyper-parameters may apply to multiple 
machining processes, the model parameters are process 
specific.

Monitoring models that are only trained with input data 
(unsupervised learning) have already been studied (Fig. 1 
green checkmarks) [6, 7]. Additional to the training, a 

1 Introduction

To manufacture parts of high quality, it is important to detect 
machining errors. Permanent supervision by a human opera-
tor is costly. Moreover, the error detection rate is limited to 
what can be identified by a human operator. While the role of 
human operators in today’s machining shop floor turns more 
and more to an administrative job, the autonomous collec-
tion of reliable production information is of high interest 
[1]. Monitoring systems automatically monitor machining 
processes by acquiring data from the machine control (e.g., 
spindle current or control data) or external sensors (e.g., 
acceleration or acoustic emission). The spindle current for 
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Errors in milling processes such as tool breakage or material inhomogeneities are a major risk to the quality of machined 
workpieces. Errors like a broken tool may also lead to damages to the machine tool. Process monitoring systems allow 
for autonomous detection of errors, therefore, promoting autonomous production. The parameterization of these systems 
is a trade-off between high robustness (low false alarm rate) and high sensitivity. Even though several monitoring systems 
have been introduced for single-item and series production, a universal parameterization technique that weighs off sensi-
tivity and robustness does not exist. In this paper, a novel, model-independent and adjustable parameterization technique 
for monitoring systems is introduced. The basis for the parameterization is the material removal rate that indicates the 
temporal and quantitative impact of process errors (ground truth). The ground truth allows calculation of the established 
Fβ-score, which is used to evaluate the monitoring system. An adjustment of the β-parameter influences the weighting of 
sensitivity and robustness. Accordingly, the β-parameter allows to easily control the sensitivity-robustness trade-off so that 
the monitoring system is economic for the company’s specific situation. In this paper, a look-up table for hyper-parameters 
of the state-of-the-art tolerance range monitoring model is provided using the introduced parameterization approach. With 
this table companies and researchers can set the hyper-parameters of their monitoring models for 5-axis-milled single 
items user-specifically. To demonstrate, that introduced parameterization approach works for different kinds of monitoring 
models, a one-class support vector machine (SVM) is parameterized also.
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approach for monitoring of machine tools [13], the simula-
tion is usually not used as ground truth for process errors. As 
shown in Fig. 1, the definition of ground truth is necessary 
to execute the parameterization.

A common procedure for evaluating monitoring systems 
does not exist (D2). Metrics like accuracy are still used, 
even though they depend on the error density and param-
etrization [11]. Universal evaluation functions from funda-
mental statistics, that are widespread in areas like computer 
science or medicine are rarely considered. A metric is nec-
essary to parametrize monitoring models with the approach 
from Fig. 1. In this work the Fβ-score is proposed as a com-
mon evaluation metric.

A method for intuitive manipulation of a user-specific 
trade-off between sensitivity and robustness does not exist 
(D3) [14]. Therefore, setting the robustness sensitivity 
trade-off with a single parameter is currently not possible.

For the mentioned reasons, in this work, a parameter-
ization of two monitoring systems is conducted using the 
approach shown in Fig. 1. To use this universal parameter-
ization, the deficits of defining a ground truth (D1), evaluat-
ing a monitoring system (D2) and defining a user-specific 
trade-off (D3) are addressed sequentially. Afterward, the 
universal parameterization approach is demonstrated for a 
state-of-the-art tolerance range model and a one-class sup-
port vector machine.

2 State of the art

In Fig. 2 an established “tolerance range” monitoring sys-
tem is shown. Exemplary the spindle current is used as the 
monitored signal. This monitoring system defines a toler-
ance range that should not be exceeded. The tolerance range 
(green) surrounds an estimated optimal signal îsp(t) (blue). 
Without any errors, the monitoring system expects the esti-
mated spindle current îsp(t). The estimated spindle current 
îsp(t) and the measured spindle current isp(t) are the input 
signals for the monitoring system. To generate a tolerance 
range, the safety factor sy (hyper-parameter 1) is multiplied 
with the certainty of the estimated signal c(îsp (t)) and added 
(upper bound) and subtracted (lower bound) from the esti-
mated spindle current îsp(t). Therefore, a high certainty leads 
to a narrow tolerance range, while a low certainty leads to 
a wide tolerance range. Additionally, to sy, a safety fac-
tor st (hyper-parameter 2) is applied to guarantee a secure 
distance in the temporal direction. A variety of extensions 
of the described model exist, e.g. distinguishing sy for the 
upper and lower boundary [15]. However, these more com-
plex approaches are usually special solutions and require 
more hyper-parameters for parameterization.

parameterization is necessary. Not all sensors are sensitive 
towards process errors. This is because the measured sig-
nals contain noise and the accuracy of sensors is generally 
limited [8]. Therefore, false predictions are unavoidable. 
Based on key performance indicators (KPI) from produc-
tion planning, the user decides with the parameterization 
how to deal with false predictions. A system can either be 
optimized towards high sensitivity or high robustness. A 
single, optimal set of hyper-parameters, therefore, does not 
exist. It depends on the preference of the production planer.

Different monitoring approaches for machining have 
been introduced and compared over the last years [9–12]. 
However, their parameterization is either not covered suf-
ficiently or is specific to an individual user preference. 
Therefore, this paper proposes a universal parameterization 
approach for single-item and series production. It is argued 
that the poorly addressed parameterization in literature is 
caused by three major deficits (D), that are shown in Fig. 1.

Monitoring systems reviewed in previous work use 
different methods for labeling of errors [11]. Therefore, a 
common procedure for labeling errors does not exist (D1). 
Previous studies show detection rates for individually gen-
erated process errors [12]. However, as the detected errors 
are labeled with varying methods, the comparability of the 
models is limited significantly. The labeling defines a ground 
truth that specifies, whether an error exists or not. This work 
introduces a material removal simulation for labeling pro-
cess errors. Even though simulations are a well-known 

Fig. 1 Introduced approach for parameterization of monitoring sys-
tems: The model-parameters are only applicable for a single machin-
ing process, while the hyper-parameters can be applicable for multiple 
processes
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modeled spindle current for several parts (single items) that 
are used for the training of the model MSE(im(pos)-isp(t)).

3 Experimental setup and methodology

To examine the sensitivity and robustness of monitoring 
systems in a complex machining situation, a 5-axis-milling 
process is examined. An impeller geometry that comprises 
only free-form surfaces is used as an exemplary geometry. 
In Fig. 4, this impeller is shown. The milling process is 
performed using a ball-end milling tool with a diameter of 
6 mm. In this manufacturing case, process monitoring is a 
challenge because the tool engagement conditions and the 
material removal rate change continuously. All experiments 
are performed with the turn-mill center DMG Mori NTX 
1000. The machine is connected to a Beckhoff industrial 
computer that records positions, currents and control errors 
of all machine axes. The data acquisition rate is 10 ms.

The machining data of five milled impeller pockets are 
used to demonstrate the parametrization approach. The data 
is divided into training, validation and test data to ensure 
valid results, as shown in Table 1. All algorithms consid-
ered in this work classify as unsupervised anomaly detec-
tion. Anomalies are patterns in data that do not conform to 
a well-defined notion of normal behavior [18]. The training 
process defines normal behavior and, therefore, the training 
data does not contain errors. However, setting hyper-param-
eters (parameterization) requires processes errors. The 
parameterization is conducted based on the validation data-
set. The validation dataset contains labeled process errors. 
For each dataset, different milling areas on the workpiece 
are used as segments to minimize overfitting. In Fig. 4, the 
last 12 of 60 segments are shown (tool path segments). The 

As shown in Fig. 3, the calculation of the estimated 
spindle current îsp(t) and its certainty c(îsp(t)) differ for the 
production type. The certainty of the estimation is a num-
ber between zero and one that represents, how “certain” the 
system is about the predicted value. For example, might the 
certainty of the current prediction be lower at rapidly accel-
erating feeds then at a constant feed velocity. This has to be 
considered by the process monitoring system.

The type of production is determined by the repetitive-
ness of certain workpieces and by the number of pieces 
produced [16]. In series production, the spindle current is 
recorded for numerous processes (Fig. 3 left: black curves) 
to train the algorithm. Calculating the mean values for every 
timestamp µ(t) generates the expected spindle current îsp(t) 
(Fig. 3 left: red line) [15]. The standard deviation in every 
time step σ(t) (Fig. 3: exemplary shown for time t1 and t2) 
represents the certainty for the expected signal. A best prac-
tice in series production is setting factor sy to a value of 6 
[15]. With this parameter for a standard distributed signal, 
only 0.00034% of the samples are classified falsely [17]. As 
the false alarm rate is defined per sample, the actual occur-
rence of false alarms in production also depends on the 
sampling rate. The described approach only parametrizes a 
single hyper-parameter for series processes. However, with-
out considering the error distribution this parameterization 
could still lead to an unnecessarily sensitive system.

In the case of single-item production, previously machined 
parts do not exist. Therefore, the estimated spindle current 
îsp(t) must be modeled based on a material removal simula-
tion. The tool position is the input for the material removal 
simulation. In Fig. 3 (right), the position-dependent estima-
tion im(pos) and the actual measurement isp(t) are shown 
for an exemplary cutting process. Even though the model 
estimates the spindle current, the model does not provide 
certainty for this estimation. Hence, a constant certainty is 
calculated that does not change with time. The certainty is 
the mean squared error (MSE) between the measured and 

Fig. 3 Monitoring of serial and single item production

 

Fig. 2 Tolerance limits with constant distances
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alarms, a metric is necessary. However, the verification of 
classified alarms requires knowledge about the quantitative 
and temporal impact of an error. This knowledge is referred 
to as ground truth. To generate this so-called ground truth, 
the simulation of the workpiece is executed with and with-
out a notch. The difference in the material removal rate Qw  
of both simulations constitutes the missing material due 
to the notch. In Fig. 6, the results of both calculations are 
shown. The differential material removal rate ∆Qw  iden-
tifies the milling affected by the material error. In the fol-
lowing evaluation and parameterization, this information is 
used as ground truth.

The differential material removal rate is quantitative 
ground truth for process errors. Therefore, the deficit D1 is 
addressed successfully. The approach labels the temporal 
occurrence and intensity of the errors. Also, the simulation 
of a material removal rate works for other cutting processes 
like turning or drilling [19].

The performance evaluation of a monitoring system is 
conducted through the comparison of the prediction with 
the simulation-based ground truth. In Fig. 7, the principle of 
evaluation is shown. The monitoring system uses the esti-
mated data (spindle current îSp(t)) and the measured data 
(spindle current isp(t) and its change rate ˙isp (t)considering 
the last five samples) to estimate if a process error is pres-
ent. The prediction p is either an alarm (p = 1) or no alarm 

segments are spitted sequentially into training, validation 
and test data. Therefore, the 12 segments displayed in Fig. 4 
belong to the test dataset.

4 Evaluation of monitoring systems

Process errors are required as a reference to evaluate the per-
formance of a monitoring system. Therefore, process errors 
are introduced artificially in the experiments. In Fig. 5, a 
simulation of the unmachined part is shown. The part con-
tains a notch that represents a material anomaly. Depending 
on the milling tool path, the notch has different impacts on 
the machining process. For certain positions, the tool only 
slightly “touches” the notch, whereas, for others, the tool 
is fully immersed into the notch, not cutting any material. 
Accordingly, the notch simulates a wide range of possible 
workpiece errors variants.

To determine optimal parameters for the process monitor-
ing system and to evaluate the correctness of the predicted 

Table 1 Train-, validation- and test split
Dataset Segments Labels required Contains errors
Training 0–30 no no
Validation/
parameterization

31–45 yes yes

Test 46–60 yes yes

Fig. 7 Monitoring system and confusion matrix

 

Fig. 6 Difference of material removal rate due to artificial error 
(ground truth)

 

Fig. 5 Part with artificial material error (notch)

 

Fig. 4 Experimental workpiece and exemplary tool path
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5 Parameterization approach

Before parameterization, the model must be trained. In 
the case of the tolerance model, a single certainty value is 
optimized, which is trained by setting it to the root mean 
squared error (RMSE) between estimation and measure-
ment for the training interval. For the considered training 
data, the certainty is 21.5 mA. To identify the ideal hyper-
parameters for the tolerance range model, the Fβ-score is 
calculated for the validation data. With β set to a value of 1, 
Fβ is calculated for a wide range of possible sy- and st-values 
(Fig. 8). The simulated ground truth is used to evaluate the 
parameterization quality. A grid search for the Fβ=1-score is 
conducted by varying the parameters sy (0–8) and st (0–2 s). 
The grid search leads to global optimum at sy = 4.7 and st = 
0.22 s. This parameterization is the ideal balance between 
robustness and sensitivity of the system.

The described parameter optimization is repeated several 
times for a range of β values from 0.01 to 100. As the model 
has low complexity, the computation time is insignificant, 
less than 10 s. The resulting Fβ-score is depicted in Fig. 9a. 
Additionally, the values for sy and st that were identified 
during the optimization of the Fβ-score are used to perform 
the classification and the calculation of precision and recall 
separately.

A strongly dominant weighting of either recall or preci-
sion in the optimization leads to an increase of the Fβ-score. 
Regarding the corresponding precision and recall separately, 
a decrease of the lower weighted metric is observed. For 
a low β value, wide tolerance limits as depicted in Fig. 9b 
(left) are the result. In the context of a monitoring system for 

(p = 0). With the simulated ground truth, it is possible to 
evaluate whether a prediction is true or false. The confusion 
matrix shown in Fig. 7 differentiates the decisions of the 
monitoring system into four categories: True positive (TP), 
false positive (FP), false negative (FN), and true negative 
(TN).

An optimal monitoring system only returns true results, 
as seen in Fig. 7 marked green. However, given the signal 
noise and limited sensitivity of the sensors towards process 
errors, it is impossible to achieve only true predictions. 
Since a certain percentage of false alarms are not avoidable, 
it is necessary to decide how to cope with them. The val-
ues “recall” (1) and “precision” (2) constitute metrics that 
consider true and false classifications in a combined manner 
[20]. The recall (also called hit-rate or sensitivity) describes 
how many actual errors are detected. If a system only out-
puts alarms, the recall is one and the precision zero. The 
precision (robustness of the system) describes how many 
alarms are correct. If a system does not output any alarm the 
precision is one and the recall zero.

 
Recall =

TP

TP + FN  (1)

 
Precision =

TP

TP + FP  (2)

In the industrial context, this means that a high recall ensures 
a high detection rate of process errors but is accompanied by 
a higher percentage of false alarms. High precision, in turn, 
means that a high percentage of alarms is correct but also 
entails higher negligence of actual errors. An all-encom-
passing metric for the monitoring performance is calculated 
using the established Fβ-score that combines precision and 
recall to give an overall evaluation [20].

 
Fβ =

(
1 + β2) · precision · recall

(β2 · precision) + recall  (3)

Adjusting β  weights off the formerly mentioned trade-off 
between precision and recall. The recall is β -times more 
important than the precision. Accordingly, if β  is one, pre-
cision and recall are equally weighted [21]. The Fβ-score 
is introduced as a general evaluation metric for monitoring 
systems. The parameter β allows setting the sensitivity-
robustness trade-off with the single parameter. Therefore, 
the Fβ-score solves the deficit of quantitative evaluation of 
monitoring systems (D2) and the deficit of a single parame-
ter trade-off adjustment (D3) is solved with the parameter β.

Fig. 8 Optimal parameters for the monitoring model
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6 Generalization of the parameterization 
approach

In the preceding sections, a method is presented to identify 
an adjustable range of ideal hyper-parameters for a com-
paratively simple tolerance model. However, with the recent 
advances in machine learning, more general classifiers, like 
neural networks or support vector machines promise to 
increase performance. Therefore, the introduced parametri-
zation approach is demonstrated on a more advanced and 
general classifier, the one-class support vector machine 
(SVM).

The considered one-class SVM uses the amplitude and 
the change rate of the spindle current as input parameters. 
Similar to the safety factors in the tolerance model, in a one-
class SVM, the compromise of false alarms and not detected 
errors is defined by hyper-parameters. Unlike the tradi-
tional tolerance range model, the hyper-parameters of the 
one-class SVM do not correlate to the physical values. In 
Table 3 the major hyper-parameters of the one-class SVM in 
comparison to the hyper-parameters of the tolerance model 
are shown. The one-class SVM has a radial basis function 
(RBF) kernel. The parameter ν  represents the margin of the 
one-class SVM. Intuitively, the γ -parameter represents how 
far the influence of a single training sample reaches. The γ
-parameter can be regarded as the inverse of the radius of 
the influence of samples selected by the model as support 
vectors [22].

To achieve comparability between the tolerance range 
and the one-class SVM, the hyper-parameters of the SVM 
where optimized equivalent to the values sy and st in the 
previous method. The computing time for a grid search 

machining processes, this means fewer false alarms occur 
but the system is prone to miss actual errors. The case of 
high value for β is depicted in Fig. 9b (right). The high recall 
value contributes more to the Fβ -score than the decreased 
precision. By introducing a slider for β  in Fig. 9, the tol-
erance limits can either be pulled towards high robustness 
and few false alarms or to high sensitivity and few missed 
errors.

The evaluation of process monitoring systems using the 
Fβ-score allows parameterizing process monitoring systems 
ideally. The introduced slider and the precision and recall 
graphs allow companies to set the trade-off between sensi-
tivity and robustnesseasily and intuitively.

Table 2 is a look-up table for the optimal hyper-parame-
ters that were identified in this paper for the tolerance range 
model. The look-up table has only proven validity for the 
introduced material anomalies and the impeller workpiece 
with the spindle current as the monitored signal. In future 
work the hyper-parameters should be compared with hyper 
parameters from different milling operations and defect 
types.

Table 2 Look-up table for user specific parameterization of tolerance 
range monitoring models for 5-axis milling
β sy st Interpretation
0.1 7.53 0.62 Robust
0.16 7.53 0.42
0.25 7.53 0.22
0.40 7.53 0.22
0.63 4.74 0.22
1 4.74 0.22 Balanced
1.58 3.81 0.22
2.51 2.88 0.22
3.98 1.02 0.02
6.31 0.10 0.02
10 0.09 0.2 Sensitive

Table 3 Hyper-parameters of the models
Model Hyper-parameters
Tolerance model Sy, St
One-class SVM γ, ν, St

Fig. 9 Adjustment of the precision recall compromise based on the 
validation data
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alerts depends on the specific use case of a process monitor-
ing system, the adjustment of the β  value was introduced 
to set the desired weighing. The tailored evaluation of the 
monitoring output was used to optimize the hyperparame-
ters of a tolerance range model and a one-class support vec-
tor machine. The influence of a varying the β  value on the 
corresponding best set of hyperparameters and the results of 
the applied classification was presented in details for a toler-
ance range model. By using the same methodology with a 
one class SVM as monitoring model the generic applicabil-
ity of the presented approach could be proven. Both clas-
sification algorithms exhibit similar results.

In future work the application on different types of 
machine tools and process errors is suggested. Especially 
artificial errors that lead to an increase of the spindle cur-
rent, such as inserts of harder material should be consid-
ered as well as the transferability of hyperparameter sets 
between process configurations. Moreover, the approach 
could be advanced by replacing the one-class support vector 
machine with an even more advanced technique, like a one-
class neural networks.
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